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Virtual private servers are aimed towards overriding the limitations of shared web hosting, but at a
cost which is lesser than what would be needed towards dedicated server hosting. Shared web
hosting may be alright as an inexpensive entry ticket to the cyber world but it is also true that while
being cheaper, it has lesser capabilities to establish an online presence that is strong and
unwavering. And dedicated server hosting is expensive. Virtual Private Servers or VPS can be the
only savior here. It is probably the best option to sign up for when all the features and specialties of
a dedicated server are desired but sans the high expenses that the latter typically claims.

What are Virtual Private Servers?

To put it simply, Virtual Private Servers are a method of splitting up a single substantial server into
several hundreds of minuscule servers that offer full-scale separation among individual user
accounts located on the system. Yes, similar in essence to a shared server, a VPS however comes
with differences and specialties too.

First let us explore the common traits that are shared by a VPS and a shared server â€“

* Both utilize a single server for providing multiple user services

* Both offer some degree of compartmentalization to detach a particular clientâ€™s files & services from
anotherâ€™s

* Both are held as economical alternatives for web hosting, in comparison to dedicated hosting

So where is the specialty of VPS? Well, it ensures that its user is more stringently cut off from other
site owners in the server.

VPS is typically the answer that you would love to have when your business requirements are
expanding and itâ€™s time to incorporate more specialized softwares and applications into your site, as
traffic flow increases with increased business. Many website owners switch onto the virtual private
servers when the shared hosting infrastructure seems less capable for enhanced performance.

Benefits of a VPS:

Protection from threats

In a shared hosting situation, the boundary line that is drawn between accounts is very fine,
something that can be easily transcended by hackers and malwares if an appropriate security hitch
is located somewhere. VPS is more secure. Virtual private sectors use a technique known as
â€˜virtualizationâ€™ to provide fully marked off hosting environment to each client, even within a shared
system. This isolates one user account from the other and chances of hacking and breaking into
systems are eliminated.

Greater flexibility and control

A VPS is no different from a single private server and hence you are at liberty to install any software
and any custom application that you might have preference for, without fretting over the OS or
hardware requirements. The VPS frees you of any concern regarding hardware â€“ it is the forte of the
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hosting firm and the choice and procedure is usually hidden from you. You only get to experience a
steady and secure UNIX /Windows version for your purpose of use. Administering your website and
managing your server therefore becomes much easier.

Less cost

Virtual Private Servers wrap up all the features of dedicated servers sans the expensiveness.

Security

Last but not the least a VPS comes with superior and priceless security policies, at a price which is
not pricey at all.
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For more information about a VPS, please visit a http://www.caratnetworks.com/vps.php.
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